Extraction of Silicone Uncrosslinked Chains at Air–Water–Polydimethylsiloxane Triple Lines
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ABSTRACT: Silicone elastomers such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) are convenient materials routinely used in laboratories that combine ease of preparation, flexibility, transparency, and gas permeability. However, these elastomers are known to contain a small fraction of uncrosslinked low-molecular-weight oligomers, the effects of which are not completely understood, particularly when used in contact with liquids. Here, we show that triple lines involving air, water, and PDMS elastomers are responsible for the contamination of water–air interfaces by uncrosslinked silicone oligomers through a capillarity-induced extraction mechanism. We investigate both the case of static and moving contact lines and study various geometries ranging from partially immersed PDMS plates to water droplets or air bubbles deposited on PDMS plates, all involving air–water–elastomer triple lines. We demonstrate experimentally that the contamination timescale is strikingly shorter for moving contact lines than in the static case. Eventually, we propose a simple poroelastic model capturing the main features of contamination observed in experiments.

INTRODUCTION

The understanding of interactions between silicone elastomers or gels and aqueous liquids is of crucial interest in all situations where these two ingredients come into play, from elastocapillary experiments1 to lab-on-a-chip studies,2 with applications in physics, chemistry, biology, materials science, and bioengineering. Among silicone elastomers, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a popular and easy-to-use material for rapid prototyping, as it is patternable by soft lithography, optically transparent, gas-permeable, and flexible.3 This material is thus a good candidate to build microchannels for numerous applications such as vesicles or bubbles production and manipulation,4 cell cultures and organs-on-a-chip,5 or biomedical diagnostics.6 Silicone elastomers have nevertheless some drawbacks as follows: leaching of uncrosslinked oligomers from the polymer network into microchannel media has been reported in the context of cell culture in PDMS devices.7,8 Commercial silicone elastomers such as Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 PDMS indeed consist of a cross-linked polymer network but also contain a small fraction of silicone uncrosslinked chains that are not incorporated into the network during the cross-linking process.9 Beyond the recent interest for capillarity on soft solids,10,11 a better awareness of potential interactions between liquids and silicone elastomers related to capillary effects is essential to avoid or control contamination of liquid interfaces by uncrosslinked oligomers.

Consequences of the presence of uncrosslinked chains in silicone elastomers have been recently investigated in the context of adhesion,12 osmocapillary phase-separation,13 superhydrophobic drag reduction,14 swelling of composite structures,15 and droplet dynamics,16 revealing that the existence of uncrosslinked chains at the scale of the polymer network can lead to significant macroscopic effects. When a silica microbead is deposited on a PDMS gel, adhesion leads to a phase separation;12 some liquid PDMS is extracted from the core of the gel at the contact line, replacing the usual three-phase contact line by a four-phase contact zone with air, silica, liquid PDMS, and gel PDMS. The question of the extraction of uncrosslinked chains is also raised when a small cavity exists at the surface of a gel, involving a competition between osmosis and capillarity.13 Additionally, traces of surfactants, possibly due to PDMS uncrosslinked chains, have been shown to severely limit the drag reduction of superhydrophobic surfaces.14 Although the presence of uncrosslinked chains is
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often seen as a drawback, taking advantage of uncrosslinked oligomers in silicone elastomers may also lead to functionality, shaping composite structures to form three-dimensional structures from two-dimensional patterns via residual swelling.\textsuperscript{15}

In a previous work,\textsuperscript{16} we have shown that a water (or water−glycerol mixture) droplet deposited on an inclined plane made of a silicone elastomer that contains uncrosslinked chains exhibits unusual dynamics, with two successive speed regimes, as shown in Figure 1a. This result could not be explained by mechanisms previously reported on droplet dynamics on solid substrates.\textsuperscript{17,18} The existence of the second speed regime of a droplet on a silicone elastomer was directly linked to the presence of uncrosslinked chains in the elastomer as (i) the unusual behavior disappeared when treating the elastomer to remove the uncrosslinked chains and (ii) an oil film was clearly visible at the surface of a beaker in which thousands of droplets were collected. Nevertheless, the exact process by which contamination of the drop surface takes place, its speed, and locus remained unclear. Moreover, an alternative continuous indicator (apart from the sliding speed) of whether or not a drop is contaminated by uncrosslinked oil chains was missing.

Here, we show that contact lines, whether static or in motion, mediate the contamination of droplets, and we propose that this contamination is promoted by a poroelastic capillarity-induced extraction of oligomers at the contact line. We first demonstrate that the extraction of uncrosslinked chains observed in the case of a droplet moving on a silicone elastomer inclined plane\textsuperscript{16} also exists in various situations where sessile or moving air−water−silicone elastomer contact lines are present (e.g., air bubbles rising up on an immersed PDMS inclined plane). Studies of oil thin films on water baths have been performed more than one century ago for natural oils\textsuperscript{19−21} and more recently for PDMS oils\textsuperscript{22} showing that surface tension sharply decreases once a critical surface concentration of oil chains is reached. Building on tensiometry and ellipsometry results from Lee et al.,\textsuperscript{22} we conjecture that the sharp transition in the speed of droplets and bubbles is linked to the transition from patches of PDMS to a complete layer of PDMS on the water−air interface, the transition occurring once a critical surface concentration in uncrosslinked chains is reached. By performing surface tension measurements on a single droplet stopped at various positions during its descent, we indeed demonstrate that the transition in speed occurs exactly at the same time as the transition in surface tension. Depending on the situation observed (moving or sessile interfaces), either of the two parameters (speed and surface tension) is then used to quantify contamination of the water−air interface. We further establish the critical role of the presence of a water−air−PDMS contact line by comparing two simple situations: a PDMS sample completely immersed in water and a PDMS sample partially immersed in water. We evidence that the two setups lead to completely different results in terms of contamination of water−air interfaces, showing that contamination is mainly mediated by the contact line. We then study quantitatively the timescales involved in contamination of water−air interfaces in the case of sessile and moving water−air−PDMS contact lines. Eventually, we put forward an elementary model explaining contamination as a poroelastic oligomer extraction process driven by capillarity, recovering the salient features of contamination observed experimentally.

\section*{Experimental Methods}

\textbf{Elastomers.} The elastomer samples were made of PDMS (Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 elastomer base blended with its curing agent in proportion 10:1 by weight, cured during 2 h at 60 °C) molded in 12 cm × 12 cm Petri dishes to obtain flat samples with a thickness of a few millimeters. The surface used in all droplet deposition experiments was the top surface, cured in contact with air. The Young’s modulus of our PDMS samples, measured with a Shimadzu testing machine, was found to be $E = 1.8 \pm 0.1$ MPa.

\textbf{Extraction of Uncrosslinked Chains.} Control experiments involve PDMS samples treated with toluene to remove uncrosslinked chains.\textsuperscript{16} The extraction procedure was the following: (i) samples were immersed in toluene (with no continuous agitation) for 1 week, the toluene bath being changed everyday to avoid saturation in uncrosslinked chains, (ii) samples were then deswollen by progressively replacing toluene by a poor solvent of PDMS, namely, ethanol, and (iii) samples were dried out in a vacuum oven. Contact angles on toluene-treated samples are similar to nontreated samples (a difference in advancing and receding angles of less than 10° was noticed between treated and nontreated samples).

\textbf{Liquids.} Droplets of deionized water (of volume comprised between 5 and 75 μL) were deposited on polymer samples with an electronic micropipette (Sartorius ELINE S−120 μL), with the lowest deposition speed available.

\textbf{Rapid Imaging Acquisition and Analysis.} Videos have been captured with a Hamamatsu Orca Flash digital CMOS camera, with frame rates going from 10 to 1000 frames per second. Image analysis has been performed with ImageJ software.

\textbf{Surface Tension Measurements.} To record surface tension as a function of time or to measure surface tension of a single droplet, Kibron EZ-PI+ or MTX tensiometers were used with a 500 μm diameter cylindrical platinum probe, cleaned before each measurement with a butane torch. Measuring surface tension of a small droplet with this probe however requires to take into account the Laplace pressure due to the curvature of the interface; the difference between surface tension measured in the case of a droplet and the surface tension of a flat bath of the same liquid evolves as a function of

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{(a) A droplet (40% water−60% glycerol mixture) of volume 21.5 μL is deposited on a vertical PDMS plate. Its height is recorded as a function of time, and two successive speed regimes are identified. (b) A setup where phases are reversed is investigated: (b1) an air bubble is deposited on a vertical PDMS plate immersed in a water bath, and its height is recorded as a function of time. Two successive speed regimes are also identified. (b2,b3) As control experiments, similar air bubbles are deposited on toluene-washed PDMS (from which uncrosslinked chains have been extracted with toluene prior to the experiment) (b2) and on a thin polyester film (b3); in both cases, bubbles exhibit a single speed regime.}
\end{figure}
the radius of curvature of the drop, as explained in the Supporting Information and shown in Figure S1.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Contamination at Triple Lines. Moving Droplets and Bubbles.** A water—or water—glycerol mixture—droplet sliding down on a vertical PDMS plate exhibits two successive speed regimes because of contamination of the water—air interface of the droplet by silicone uncrosslinked chains.\(^{16}\) A typical height versus time diagram is shown in Figure 1a. Even though the droplet might be progressively covered by uncrosslinked chains, the change to the second speed regime is abrupt. On the basis of measurements from Lee et al.,\(^{22}\) we postulate that the second regime is attained once a complete layer of uncrosslinked chains is reached on the droplet.

We now focus on what happens when reversing the phases, namely, looking at an air bubble rising up an immersed PDMS plate. We first consider the case of a bubble sliding up a vertical solid plate with no uncrosslinked chains. The question of the final speed of such a bubble is mathematically identical to the question of the final speed of a droplet sliding down a vertical plate,\(^{23}\) except that in the bubble setup, dissipation in the fluid phases mainly occurs in the surrounding liquid and not in the moving object. The simplest approach predicts that an air bubble should reach a final constant speed after a short transient. We check this hypothesis experimentally by carrying out two control experiments on a PDMS plate treated with toluene to remove its uncrosslinked chains (Figure 1b:\(_1\)) and on a vertical polyester plate that does not contain uncrosslinked chains (Figure 1b:\(_2\)). In both cases, we find that the air bubble exhibits a single sliding regime. Now turning to bubble dynamics on a PDMS plate with uncrosslinked chains, we find two sliding regimes, as shown in Figure 1b:\(_1\).

This result suggests that the contamination of the water—air interface is linked to the presence of a water—air—PDMS contact line rather than to the existence of a rolling motion inside the droplet, as the liquid flows are different in the bubble case than in the droplet case. To further investigate contamination at both moving and sessile contact lines, we then focus on the link between the speed transition and the properties of the liquid—air interface.

**Relationship between Speed and Surface Tension.** As shown by Hourlier-Fargette et al.,\(^{16}\) the surface tension of a sliding droplet varies between the beginning and the end of its two-regime descent on a PDMS sample. Here, to be able to record the surface tension of a droplet during its descent, we design the following experiment: a deionized water droplet of volume \(V = 45 \mu L\) is deposited on a Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 PDMS inclined plane, making an angle equal to 45° with the horizontal. Once the droplet has traveled a distance \(d\) on the inclined plane, the plane is moved back into a horizontal position, and the surface tension of the droplet is measured as a function of \(d\) with a Kibron EZ-Pi+ tensiometer. To induce minimal disruption in the system, a new droplet is used for each \(d\) value studied. Therefore, each droplet travels a distance \(d\) before its surface tension is measured within 30 s, and then, the droplet is thrown away. The 45° tilting angle is chosen to make the tilting step easier. The volume of the droplet is also chosen for its speed to be small enough to allow us to move the plane back to a horizontal position in a time lapse during which the distance traveled by the droplet is negligible compared to \(d\).

Measurements of surface tension as a function of the distance \(d\) traveled by the droplet are shown in Figure 2b,

![Figure 2.](image)

**Sessile Droplets.** We now consider contamination of water—air interfaces in the case of sessile contact lines, and we use surface tension as a parameter to quantify the evolution of the contamination of the droplet as a function of time. The experiments performed in the previous section establish that quantifying the contamination timescale can be done in an equivalent manner by using either of the two parameters studied, namely, speed and surface tension. Figure 3 shows the surface tension of a sessile droplet as a function of time. A sharp decrease is observed after a few minutes. This sharp transition is used to define the contamination time \(\tau_c\) as the time for which the surface tension takes a mean value between its initial and final values. Contamination timescales for sessile droplets are much larger than contamination timescales observed for moving droplets and are investigated further in the section entitled **Contamination Timescales**, which includes the study of the influence of droplet size on contamination timescales, as well as a simple poroelastic modeling of those experimental results.
Role of the Triple Line. To give evidence of the crucial role of the triple line in contamination, we compare two situations where PDMS is in contact with water, with the first setup involving a water–air–PDMS contact line and the second one being free of any contact line. We use two Petri dishes with diameter 5.5 cm. In each Petri dish, we lay out five PDMS columns, two with dimensions 4 cm × 0.8 cm × 0.5 cm and three with dimensions 2 cm × 0.8 cm × 0.5 cm.

In the first Petri dish, the water level is chosen to be smaller than the height of the PDMS columns (partially immersed situation, shown in red in Figure 4), whereas in the second Petri dish, the water level is a few millimeters larger than the height of the PDMS columns (totally immersed situation, shown in blue in Figure 4). We record the surface tension of the water interface at the surface of both Petri dishes and observe that in the case of partially immersed plates, a sharp decrease occurs around 15 min. In the case of totally immersed plates, we have not noticed any significant modification of the surface tension in more than 10 h. This experiment gives evidence that extraction is driven by the presence of a contact line.

We further investigate the critical role of the contact line in contamination of the water–air interface by varying the immersion depth of PDMS plates with constant water–air–PDMS contact line contour length. Two Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 PDMS plates are partially immersed in a water bath, as shown in Figure 5, with two different immersion depths. The total area of PDMS in contact with water is multiplied by a factor larger than 5 between the two setups; if a significant amount of PDMS chains are extracted at other locations than the triple line, the contamination time should be significantly different in the two setups. For each immersion depth, four identical experiments are performed. The results, displayed in Figure 5, correspond to the average of the measurements for each immersion depth, error bars being representative of the statistical uncertainties. No significant difference is observed in the contamination time $\tau_c$ between the two setups, giving additional evidence that extraction of uncrosslinked chains essentially occurs at the triple line.

Contamination Timescales. Sessile Droplets. We now focus on contamination timescales and investigate first the contamination dynamics of a sessile droplet as a function of the droplet size. Our experimental setup is the following: a droplet of volume $V$ is deposited on a horizontal Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 PDMS plate, and its surface tension is recorded as a function of time. The contamination time $\tau_c$ is determined for each droplet volume by taking the average of one to three measurements, and the error bars are representative of statistical uncertainties. Volumes ranging from 5 to 75 µL are investigated. The contamination time $\tau_c$ is

![Figure 3. A deionized water droplet (15 µL) is deposited on a horizontal Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 PDMS plate. Its surface tension is recorded as a function of time, and a neat fall-off in surface tension is observed at a time that is later referred to as $\tau_c$ (contamination time). More precisely, $\tau_c$ is defined as the time at which the average value of the initial and final surface tension, $\gamma_{\text{mean}}$, is reached. We conjecture, building on Lee et al., that after $\tau_c$ (light gray zone on the graph), a complete layer of uncrosslinked chains is formed on the droplet.](image1)

![Figure 4. Surface tension of a water bath is recorded as a function of time in two situations; the first Petri dish contains partially immersed PDMS plates (red), whereas the second Petri dish contains completely immersed PDMS plates (blue). We observe a sharp surface tension transition for the partially immersed situation, whereas surface tension in the totally immersed situation stays stable during the whole recording time (the small increase of the measured surface tension observed in the blue curve is due to the change in water level due to evaporation; the probe was immersed deeper than usual to avoid detachment from the liquid bath after a long recording time and was thus subjected to Archimede’s pressure). The uncertainties on the measurements are represented on the large pale colors stripes.](image2)

![Figure 5. Dependence of the contamination time $\tau_c$ as function of the immersion depth. Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 plates are partially immersed in a water bath of total area 4 cm². The perimeter of the contact line between PDMS and water is 36 mm. Each point on the graph is an average of four identical measurements, and the error bars correspond to statistical uncertainties. An increase of the immersion depth by more than a factor 5 leads to no significant modification of the contamination time $\tau_c$. The light red band is a guide for the eye and illustrates that, given the uncertainties, the contamination times in the two cases can be considered to be equal.](image3)
then plotted in Figure 6 as a function of the base radius of the droplet \( R \), calculated from the droplet volume \( V \) by assuming that the droplet is a half sphere. A first conclusion is that the timescales recorded for sessile droplet contamination are much longer than typical timescales involved in the case of moving droplets or bubbles. We also observe that the experimental results exhibit a rather linear relationship between the contamination time \( \tau_c \) and the base radius \( R \), a relationship that will be analyzed further in the next section.

Moving Droplets. Contamination of moving droplets involves much shorter timescales than sessile droplets. However, at a fixed droplet size, the contamination timescale—defined as the time at which the second speed regime is reached—depends on the speed of the droplet. To quantify the evolution of the contamination timescale as a function of the droplet speed, our experimental setup is the following: water droplets of constant volume are deposited on PDMS inclined planes, and the angle of inclination is varied to change the droplet speed in the first regime without affecting its volume. Changing the inclination angle instead of the droplet volume allows us to reach different speeds without varying significantly the perimeter of the contact line (which is a parameter that is likely to influence the contamination time given results obtained for sessile droplets). Experiments are performed with three droplet volumes to rapidly test the influence of the droplet size. The contamination time is recorded as a function of the speed of the droplet and shown in a log—log diagram in Figure 7. The yellow triangles correspond to 20 \( \mu \)L droplets, orange dots correspond to 40 \( \mu \)L droplets, and red squares correspond to 60 \( \mu \)L droplets. The angles of inclination are varied between 57° and 90° for 20 \( \mu \)L droplets, between 33° and 45° for 40 \( \mu \)L droplets, and between 24° and 35° for 60 \( \mu \)L droplets. The droplet shapes are slightly different when changing the angle of the inclined plane, but to first order, this shape modification will be neglected in the discussion. No significant difference is observed between the curves for the different volumes. This can be explained by the limited volume variation range accessible in our experiments; droplets of smaller volumes are immobile on a vertical plane because of pinning forces, whereas droplets of larger volume form puddles. Uncertainties, which are mainly statistical and can be estimated through the scatter of our data, do not allow us to distinguish between the three volume cases. A power law with a negative exponent (lower than unity in absolute value, close to \(-2/3\)) fits the data well, except from a small deviation at small speeds. This deviation was to be expected, as the contamination time in the case of a sessile droplet is not infinite. Further analysis of the experimental scaling law established here is performed in the following section.

Contamination Timescales: A Scaling Approach. In a poroelastic material, solvent molecules (free chains in the case of PDMS) move in response to gradients of chemical potential (also known as the “pore pressure”), which depends on both the local solvent concentration and the state of stress of the material. At the triple line between an elastic solid, a vapor phase, and a liquid phase, capillarity leads to the formation of a sharp ridge beneath the contact line where the elastic material is under tension. The characteristic length of this ridge is given by the elastocapillary length \( \ell_c \approx \gamma / E \), where \( \gamma \) and \( E \) are, respectively, the surface tension and the elastic modulus of PDMS. As theoretically suggested recently, this tension may induce the migration of free chains and their accumulation.
within the ridge. This diffusive process occurs on a typical timescale \( t_{diff} = l_c^2 / D \), where \( D \) is the effective diffusion coefficient of the free chains in the cross-linked network, estimated to be in the range \( 10^{-12} \) to \( 10^{-11} \) \( m^2/s \).\(^{27,28} \) In our system, \( l_c \) is around 10 nm, and the timescale \( t_{diff} \) is thus of the order of 10 to 100 \( \mu s \). Because it is energetically favorable for PDMS chains to cover the surface of the water droplet, there is a flux of chains per unit area \( J \) from the concentrated ridge toward the surface of the drop.

At small times (\( t \ll t_{diff} \)), this flux diverges as \( \sim 1/\sqrt{t} \), whereas at \( t \to \infty \), it vanishes as the chemical potentials of the PDMS chains in the elastomer and at the surface of the drop will be equal.\(^{3,4} \) However, if we assume that the diffusion of the chains at the surface of the drop is significantly faster\(^{10} \) than their diffusion throughout the elastomer/droplet interface, then while the concentration of chains is much higher in the PDMS ridge (which acts as an infinite reservoir of free chains) than at the surface of the drop, the flux \( J \) will be constant and essentially proportional to the free chain concentration in the elastomer. We assume that the diffusive process of the chains through the triple line is the limiting process and will check the consistency of this hypothesis shortly thereafter.

**Model for Sessile Droplets.** The total flux \( J_{tot} \) of small molecules from the PDMS ridge toward the surface of the drop can be estimated as the flux \( J \) multiplied by an area. As mentioned previously, uncrosslinked chains are essentially concentrated in the elastocapillary ridge which, in three dimensions, is a ring of length proportional to \( R \) and of thickness \( l_c \). The total flux from PDMS to the drop surface is therefore simply given by \( J_{tot} \approx J R l_c \) and thus behaves as \( J_{tot,small} \propto RL_c/\sqrt{t} \) at small times and as \( J_{tot,large} \propto RL_c \) at large times. Now, the total number of free chains \( N(t) \) at the free surface of the drop at time \( t \) is given by the integral \( N(t) = \int_0^t J_{tot}(t) \, dt \). Furthermore, there exists a critical number \( N_c \) of free chains at the free surface of the drop that triggers the surface tension transition. This number is proportional to the area of the drop, \( N_c \propto \rho R^2 \), where \( \rho \) is the critical surface concentration of free chains. As a consequence, the transition occurs at the critical time \( \tau_c \) when the total number of extracted molecules \( N(\tau_c) \) reaches the critical number \( N_c \) that is

\[
N(\tau_c) = \int_0^{\tau_c} J_{tot} \, dt = N_c \propto \rho R^2
\]

For large sessile drops, the timescale of contamination is much longer than the diffusive timescale \( t_{diff} \). In this limit, the relevant flux of free chains from the solid to the droplet is thus the large time flux \( J_{tot,large} \propto RL_c \). Inserting this expression in the equation above, one obtains a critical contamination time

\[
\tau_{c, sessile \ drop} \propto \frac{\rho R}{l_c}
\]

showing that the contamination time is indeed proportional to the base radius \( R \) of the drop and thus in good agreement with the results of Figure 6.

**Model for Moving Droplets.** If now the drop is in motion, the typical width of the ring acting as a reservoir of uncrosslinked chains is no longer the elastocapillary length \( l_c \) but the length scanned during the motion of the drop \( Ut \) where \( U \) is the velocity of the drop. The total flux from the solid to the drop surface is simply \( J_{tot} \propto \rho R U t \) and thus behaves as \( J_{tot,small} \propto R U t/\sqrt{t} \) at small times and as \( J_{tot,large} \propto R U t \) at large times. If the drop moves fast enough (i.e., \( U \gg l_c/t_{diff} \approx 10^-4 \) \( m/s \)), as it is the case in our experimental setup, the relevant approximation for the flux of uncrosslinked chains is thus \( J_{tot,small} \propto R U t/\sqrt{t} \). Inserting this expression in eq 1 leads to the critical contamination time

\[
\tau_{c, moving \ drop} \propto \left( \frac{\rho R}{U} \right)^{2/3}
\]

where we recover the scaling \( U^{-2/3} \) observed in the experiments shown in Figure 7. As \( U \to 0 \), the critical time \( \tau_c \) is not diverging, as observed in Figure 6. Contractually, the scaling \( U^{-2/3} \) is eventually lost at small speeds for which we expect a quantitatively different behavior, with a weaker dependence of the velocity on the contamination time. Hence, the present simple model is unlikely to predict contamination timescales at low to intermediate velocities because it would be necessary to take into account the full time-dependent evolution of the concentration field in the ridge, which is outside the scope of this study.

In addition, we estimate the diffusion coefficient of the PDMS chains across the triple line. From the slope of the curve \( \tau_c(R) \) shown in Figure 6, as well as an estimation of the critical surface concentration, \( \rho_c \approx 0.7 \text{ mg/m}^2 \),\(^{22} \) we evaluate the linear mass flow rate from PDMS to the drop as \( Q = \rho_c R / \tau_c \approx 10^{24} \text{ mg/m/s} \). As mentioned previously, we have assumed that this rate is directly proportional to the concentration of free chains in the ridge. Although this concentration is not known, we may broadly estimate its value to lie between the typical concentration of free chains in a PDMS elastomer (\( \sim 5\% \)) and that of a fully liquified ridge (100%). Because the volumetric mass density of PDMS is around 1000 kg/m\(^3 \), the diffusion coefficient of the chains across the interface is therefore in the range \( Q / \rho \approx 10^{-15} \) to \( 10^{-13} \text{ m}^2/\text{s} \). This value is well below the diffusion coefficient of PDMS chains within the cross-linked network\(^{27} \) and thus consistent with our earlier hypothesis that the limiting process for the droplet contamination is the crossing of the elastomer surface by the PDMS chains.

### CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that silicone uncrosslinked chains present in most commonly used silicone elastomers contaminate air–water interfaces when an air–water–silicone elastomer contact line is present. By performing experiments in several configurations, with droplets, bubbles, and water baths, we have demonstrated that the contact line does not need to move to promote interfacial contamination; modifications of the air–water interfacial properties have been highlighted both in the case of moving and sessile contact lines. Contamination timescales have been shown to differ from several orders of magnitude between sessile and moving contact lines. More precisely, the migration of silicone uncrosslinked chains to the interface leads to a sharp surface tension transition once a critical surface concentration in chains is reached. This transition is defined as the contamination timescale. In the context of moving contact lines, we have found that the surface tension transition occurs exactly at the moment when a sharp speed transition is observed, which makes this transition visually striking. For sessile contact lines, surface tension was
recorded to determine the contamination timescale. The use of those two physical parameters allowed us to collect measurements both for sessile and moving contact lines, which have been successfully compared to a simple model using a diffusion-driven mechanism for the migration of the chains.

Soft materials and especially silicone elastomers are widely used in contact with water in many research fields. However, interactions between silicone elastomers and liquids are often forgotten but can lead to unexpected behaviors that can be explained in the light of the present work.
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